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Prepared in alignment with the recommendations of the
Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures
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April 2021

Message from leadership
We believe climate change will profoundly affect society, economies, and capital markets. Market participants must develop a greater
understanding of climate-related risks and opportunities and start to shift capital toward innovative solutions. The investment
community has a vital role to play in strengthening society’s response to climate change, and we intend to lead by example.
Wellington endorsed the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) framework in 2017 as it aligned with our view of
climate change as a systemic risk to long-term financial performance. In September of 2018, we began studying the physical risks of
climate change through a research collaboration with Woodwell Climate Research Center (Woodwell), a top-rated climate research
organization. We aim to bridge the gap between climate science and finance, deepening our appreciation of how climate variables
including increased heat, drought, wildfires, floods, hurricanes, access to water, and sea-level rise will impact the securities we invest in
on behalf of our clients.
This research led us to pursue additional collaborations and commitments. In 2019, in conjunction with the California Public Employees’
Retirement System (CalPERS), we developed a Physical Risks of Climate Change (P-ROCC) framework to enhance engagements and
help the companies we invest in improve climate disclosure. Our Director of Climate Research joined the Commodity Futures Trading
Commission’s (CFTC’s) Climate-Related Market Risk Subcommittee to examine climate-related financial risks and lay the groundwork
for further action. In 2020, we became a founding member of the Net Zero Asset Managers initiative, targeting net-zero emissions within
the investment portfolios we manage for our clients by 2050 or sooner.
This work has strengthened our conviction that climate science can inform our stewardship approach and enhance the investment
decisions we make on behalf of our clients. Looking ahead, we are working to deepen our climate research in the areas of adaptation,
mitigation, and innovation. We also aim to broaden our engagement efforts to encourage companies to set science-based
decarbonization targets that may help avoid the worst effects of physical climate change, and partner with clients to achieve net-zero
portfolio emissions.
A lot of work lies ahead as we chart a course toward a low-carbon future. We see these efforts as critical to our firm’s mission of driving
excellence for our clients to positively impact millions of beneficiaries’ lives.

Jean Hynes, CFA

Wendy Cromwell, CFA

Incoming Chief Executive Officer

Vice Chair and Director, Sustainable Investment
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Introduction

NET ZERO ASSET

Wellington Management is one of the world’s largest

M A N A G E R S I N I T I AT I V E

independent investment management firms, serving as a

Wellington is proud to be a founding member and signatory

trusted adviser to over 2,200 institutional and private clients

to the Net Zero Asset Managers initiative (NZAMI).

located in more than 60 countries and actively managing

This opportunity enables us to demonstrate continued

nearly US$1.3 trillion of assets as of 31 December 2020. With

leadership on climate issues, deepen engagements with

capabilities covering most segments of the global capital

portfolio companies, and enhance consultative partnerships

markets, our focus is on investment management on behalf

with clients. Through this initiative, we commit to:

of our clients.

• Partner with asset-owner clients on their decarbonization

Wellington’s solutions draw from extensive proprietary research
and benefit from a collaborative culture that encourages
independent thought and rigorous debate. Our ongoing, scienceled climate-research agenda informs how we evaluate physical

goals, consistent with the objective of achieving net-zero
emissions by 2050 or sooner
• Set an interim target for the proportion of assets to be
managed in line with that goal

and transition risks and assess opportunities for growth.

• Review the internal target at least every five years

Through our collaboration with Woodwell, we study the effects

• Aim to increase the proportion of assets covered, until

of physical climate change on capital markets, translating our
findings into investment data, tools, and insights. We believe
this work allows our investment teams to better assess climate
exposures across asset classes and geographies by improving
their ability to anticipate physical climate impacts. The Climate
Research Team shares these insights with investors across the
firm to ensure investment decisions are informed by how they
impact — or are impacted by — climate change. Investors share
these insights in engagements with issuers to raise awareness of

100% are net zero
This commitment is an extension of our research
collaboration with Woodwell, and it reflects our belief that
the transition to a low-carbon economy is underway and
unlikely to reverse.
No single country, industry group, or market participant
can tackle this challenge alone. Collaboration is at the heart
of Wellington’s culture, and we embrace the opportunity

and build resilience to physical climate risks.

to partner with our clients and other stakeholders to

We are pleased to share our second climate report, which aligns

to define benchmarking criteria, develop methodologies,

with the TCFD’s recommendations. This report describes our
data-driven processes for monitoring, evaluating, and managing
material climate-related risks and opportunities. The processes,
metrics, and output of our climate disclosures will evolve over
time, as more data becomes available. This report complements
information available in our annual Sustainability Report,
available on our website.

achieve net-zero emissions. Through NZAMI, we will aim
and shape industry standards, contributing at every level
of the initiative. As a member of NZAMI’s Advisory Group,
our Director of Sustainable Investment will help to shape
the initiative and will work with other asset managers
to broaden the signatory group and encourage wider
adoption. As co-lead of the Paris Aligned Investment
Initiative’s Top Down Target Setting subgroup, our climate
transition-risk analyst will play an active role in defining
best practices for portfolio-level target setting, among other
methodology development.
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Oversight and management of climate matters
At Wellington, sustainable investing (SI) and climate governance

Investment Stewardship Committee (ISC): This group sets

start at the top, with our CEO and Executive Committee (EC),

the strategic direction on stewardship across the firm, with a

and extend across all levels of our investment platform and

focus on proxy voting, engagement, and exclusions. The ISC

business operations.

comprises senior-level and experienced professionals from
portfolio management, investment research, relationship

Sustainable investment vision
and leadership

management, and legal and enterprise risk. The ISC reviews and

Our SI and climate platform are operationalized on six key pillars

includes collaborating with the ESG Research Team to evolve our

(Figure 1). Together, we share a unified vision to be the premier

approach to climate-related resolutions.

approves the firm’s proxy voting guidelines and engagement
policy annually and provides fiduciary oversight of the firm’s
proxy voting and engagement activity on behalf of clients. This

SI partner and thought leadership provider for clients worldwide.
Our leadership mobilizes SI efforts and integrates resources via
committees, as follows:

The ISC supports dialogue and debate on ESG issues, provides
advice to investors on engagement, and reviews and approves
collaborative engagement opportunities. Given that exclusions

Executive Committee (EC): This committee oversees all

may make engagement less effective, this group oversees our

aspects of Wellington’s business, approving all firmwide policy

Global Exclusions Working Group, identifying opportunities

matters and strategic actions. The EC chair and the chair of the

to help set companies on a path of inclusion. We balance

Sustainable Investment Leadership Team (SILT) meet quarterly

this objective with our clients’ interests in excluding specific

to discuss material sustainability topics, including climate risk.

economic activities from their portfolios.

Sustainable Investment Leadership Team (SILT): This cross-

Global Exclusions Working Group: Reporting to the ISC, this

functional1 team sets the strategic direction for SI principles

group forms Wellington’s investment exclusion and engagement

and champions the credible integration of these considerations

recommendations related to specific categories of economic

across every element in our business. SILT oversees critical

activity of concern to our clients.

initiatives to interpret, integrate, and implement global SI
regulations and industry/client directives:

Investment Review Groups: Wellington has a formal internal
review process for all portfolio managers during which

• Cross-functional execution strategy — Operationalize SI
strategy, priorities, and technology

independent committees of senior investment professionals
conduct formal and informal reviews of investment teams and
their portfolios. Depending on the nature of a given investment

• Regulatory and third-party assessment — Drive
interpretation, adaptation, and integration of SI regulatory
and third-party frameworks to ensure that Wellington meets
or exceeds the expectations of clients, consultants, and other

strategy, these groups may ask portfolio managers to discuss
how they integrate climate risks and opportunities into their
philosophy and process.

evaluators on SI issues

FIGURE 1

Key pillars of our SI platform
Research
Mission

1

Provide
differentiated
research
to support
investment
decisions

Investment
oversight
Ensure SI
research is
embedded into
portfolio
management

Client expectations
and requirements
Provide realtime market
perspective on
client needs and
expectations
for products,
positioning, and
reporting

Commercial
product platform
Support
strategy-level SI
integration and
development of
new strategies

Brand development
and content
Promote thought
leadership

Firm/Corporate
strategy
Strive for
best-in-class
internal practices

Includes representatives from Investment Research, Investment Line Management, Client Group, InvesTech Operations, Investment Product & Fund
Strategies, Product Development, Marketing, Legal, and COO Group.
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Day-to-day climate management
and integration

data and risk measurement improve, we expect to enhance
systematic processes to inform our management of physical and
transition risks.

Wellington fosters an open, collaborative culture in which our
investors share research and challenge one another to sharpen
decisions, uncover blind spots, and manage risk. Our SI and
climate-related work is integral to this culture. We combine
multidisciplinary resources — including equity and credit
analysts, ESG analysts, climate researchers, data scientists,
and macro analysts — with portfolio teams in a model we
call a “community of boutiques.” Each boutique has its own
investment philosophy and process that inform its decisions.
We believe this model helps us attract talented investors and
align their efforts with client outcomes; it also enhances internal

INTERNAL RESEARCH SERVICES
Our dedicated policy, ESG Research, and Climate Research
teams provide consultation, training, and tools that support the
evaluation of securities and portfolio-wide holdings on a periodic
and ongoing basis.

I N V E S T M E N T I N T E G R AT I O N
The Investment Product & Fund Strategies (IPFS) Group
monitors and promotes systematic integration and tracking of
climate data and other ESG factors across investment decisions

debate and, as a result, decision making.

and stewardship.

C L I M AT E O R G A N I Z AT I O N AT A G L A N C E

E D U C AT I O N A N D K N O W L E D G E B U I L D I N G

ROL E

Executive Committee

OV E RS I G HT



Sustainable Investment
Leadership Team
Investment Stewardship
Committee




Global Exclusions
Working Group
Investment Review
Groups

MGMT AND
ACCOU N T- R ES E A RCH &
ABILITY
ASS ESSME N T












Portfolio Managers
Sustainable Investment
Research Team



Investment Line
Management



Investment Product &
Fund Strategies Group





S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y R I S K C O N S I D E R AT I O N
We are developing a company-wide Sustainability Risk
Consideration Policy, available on our website, to inform climate
risk management in our investment functions. Today, each
investment team incorporates climate analysis in the context of
its investment objective and time horizon, and as an authentic
aspect of the team’s investment philosophy. As sustainability

The Climate Research Team hosts biweekly meetings open to
the firm that explore the intersection of climate science and
capital markets. Investors across our platform join the team and
Woodwell climate scientists to review and discuss the most recent
data and insights. The team regularly publishes its notes on our
collaborative research-technology platform, Mosaic, which is
accessible to all investment teams. On a quarterly basis, the team
presents findings on new climate variables in an open forum.
The Climate Research Team also participates in Wellington’s
early-career investor development program to expand research
capacity and ensure that these investors can develop the
skills necessary to integrate climate considerations into
fundamental research. The Climate Research Team partners
with our experienced team of ESG research analysts to integrate
climate insights into company-specific research and to
inform engagements.
In 2020, the Climate and ESG Research teams jointly
developed a training module focused on climate transition
risks. The module:
• reviews key concepts and terminology
• discusses data sourcing and the estimation methodology of
major providers
• evaluates the calculation methodology behind carbonfootprint analysis
• debates the merits and drawbacks of using carbon emissions
as a proxy for transition risk across geographies and industries

E N S U R I N G A L I G N E D C O M M I T M E N T T O C L I M AT E S T R AT E G Y
A key structural support of our collaborative environment

climate insights help us pursue our goal of delivering exceptional

is our performance review and compensation process. We

risk-adjusted returns in the portfolios we manage on behalf of

structure our compensation program to incentivize longer-

our clients.

term performance measurement, which helps align climate

In addition to compensation based on the quality and depth of

time horizons and investor time horizons. Our clients often
have decades-long obligations to their beneficiaries. Because
climate-related risks and opportunities are present in the
market today and will be relevant for decades to come, we are
obligated as our clients’ fiduciaries to incorporate near- and
longer-term perspectives. As part of the investment mosaic,
6

their research, SI analysts are eligible to receive discretionary
bonuses according to how successfully their recommendations
to investors are implemented in client portfolios across the firm.
Investors provide feedback to these analysts about how their
research is used in engagements and integrated into portfolios.

April 2021

Strategy and risk management
Climate change poses material risks for companies, economies,

key climate factors: heat, drought, access to water, floods,

and society — and therefore, for our clients’ investment

hurricanes, wildfires, and sea-level rise. CERA overlays capital

portfolios. Understanding climate factors, including those

market insights onto regional maps, enabling portfolio managers

material to specific industries or companies, informs long-term

and investment teams to identify “hot spots” that warrant further

investment decisions, promotes leadership on best practices,

fundamental research for each asset class and region of interest.

and enables us to engage more effectively on our clients’ behalf.

The Climate Research Team applies the information and insights

Extensive, bottom-up scientific research and close collaboration
between our investment teams, ESG Research, and Climate
Research teams informs the assessment of climate risks and
opportunities. Investors can combine multiple insights to inform
their decision making via innovative investor tools.
Our teams approach their work with a common philosophy of:

from CERA, along with company disclosures, to issuer analysis.
To date, the team has evaluated more than 1,300 individual
issuers for their physical risks, based on materiality of exposure
and strength of risk-management practices.
FIGURE 2

Screenshot from CERA, our climate risk mapping tool

Rigor: All research is held to the highest possible level of
scientific precision and proof.
Application: Capital market insights from climate research
inform active investment decisions.
Evolution: As climate data and ESG research progress, so too
will our insights, results, and conclusions.

Fundamental climate research
U N D E R S TA N D I N G T H E E C O N O M I C I M PA C T
O F P H YS I CA L R I S KS

T O O L F O R F I X E D I N C O M E A N A LY S I S

The Climate Research Team has also designed a tool for fixed
income securities. The Climate-Adjusted Yield Calculator helps

Access to reliable climate data and the resources to integrate

investors evaluate bonds with exposure to fixed locations.

that data into financial analysis are the keys to climate-aware

This tool integrates the probability of a physical climate event

risk analysis and effective investment decision making. Physical

onto a security’s spread in stochastic fashion. The result is an

climate science and modeling are complex, however, and do not

adjusted yield that integrates the probability of a climate event,

translate easily into financial models or projections. We believe

allowing investors to better understand if the price of a bond

this mismatch results in asset pricing dislocations.

accurately reflects climate risks. These tools are available to

These beliefs are why we collaborate with Woodwell, to bridge
the gap between climate science and finance and develop
actionable, financially relevant insights from scientific data.
Through this collaboration, we have developed a set of investor

all Wellington investment teams. To further ensure that our
research addresses their pressing climate questions, the Climate
Research Team regularly engages with investment teams and
solicits feedback.

tools that scale our climate risk analysis, enabling us to better
assess potential asset repricing.

K E Y PA R T N E R S

MAPPING THE EFFECTS OF

A small set of asset owners partner with us in our work with

C L I M AT E C H A N G E

Woodwell. CalPERS has been involved since 2018, and in

Ultimately, our goal is to understand and address how and where
climate change may affect capital markets over time. Through
an approach called integrated spatial finance, we have developed
a proprietary software that displays geospatial maps, which,
when overlaid with climate data, enable us to visualize and
quantify physical climate risks for a wide variety of securities and
real assets (Figure 2). Our Climate Exposure Risk Application
(CERA) enables investors to isolate or combine views of seven

2020, two additional asset owners, Ontario Teachers’ Pension
Plan (OTPP) and a large Australian asset owner, joined.
These geographically diverse institutions provide additive
feedback given their regulatory environments and portfolio
allocations. The asset owners have access to CERA and can
leverage Woodwell’s expertise for proprietary research and due
diligence projects. They also have access to our overall climate
research findings.
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Case studies: Integrated spatial finance in practice
C A L I F O R N I A M U N I C I PA L B O N D
Our climate research indicates that assets highly dependent
on fixed locations can be at a disproportionate risk of being
negatively affected by extreme climate-related events. Our
Municipal Bond Team used CERA’s wildfire layer to analyze an
existing municipal utility holding in southern California. The data
showed that the issuing county is exposed to increasing wildfire
risk. Figure 3 shows fire risk for the county over the next 30
years (2021 – 2050), as defined by high fire-risk days according
to the Fire Weather Index (FWI).
Our fundamental assessment found that the issuer had ample
liquidity and fire insurance, but the entity is still subject to
potential liability if damage to private property occurs during
regular operations. The issuer in question failed to incorporate
sufficient penalties for potential future liabilities related to
wildfire damage. And because the utility does not conduct power
shutoffs, the risk of a large, expensive fire within its service area
is high. During recent active wildfire seasons, fire-damaged trees
fell on power lines across the county, causing extensive property
damage. As a result of this climate research, the municipal credit
analyst downgraded his recommendation on the municipal
bond, prompting our portfolio managers to sell it.
FIGURE 3

their installation sustained substantial damage from winds that
reached 155 mph — just under the maximum load. Replacement
costs amounted to US$50 million, underscoring the importance
of including climate change in security risk analysis.
Our Climate Research Team conducted a climate-risk analysis
to complement our credit team’s fundamental research. The
climate data indicated that the offshore wind farms under
construction are unlikely to be exposed to catastrophic
hurricane-related wind speeds over the next few decades.
Figure 4 displays screen shots from CERA showing the
projected wind speeds during a 1-in-100-year event in the
northeastern US and Taiwan between 2031 and 2050. Purple
areas indicate where storm-related wind speeds can reach
over 70 knots.
While non-hurricane-related, extratropical winds are very likely
in these regions, they are much less destructive. As a result of
this research and through direct engagement with the company,
we became more comfortable with the potential risks for the
company’s North American and Taiwanese assets.
FIGURE 4

Projected wind speeds over the next 30-year period
Northeastern US

Future fire risk in southern California

Taiwan

E U R O P E A N R E N E WA B L E S C O M PA N Y
A company we research is building wind farms in western Taiwan
and along the northeastern US coast. Because storms in these
regions are stronger and more frequent than those affecting the
company’s existing turbines in northern Europe and the North
Sea, we wanted to better understand the climate risks that could
impact the value of these new assets and related bond issues.
Although the company asserts that its existing turbines are
designed to endure wind speeds of up to 156 mph, they can be
damaged at lower speeds. During Hurricane Maria, a Category 4
storm that hit Puerto Rico in September 2017, all 13 turbines at
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U N D E R S TA N D I N G T R A N S I T I O N R I S K S

relative to other portfolio metrics. Finally, WACI is simple and

AND OPPORTUNITIES

easy to communicate. It allows for portfolio decomposition,

Climate transition risks, including policies and regulations,
litigation, consumer preferences, and market-related factors,

which highlights how both sector allocation and security
selection influence a portfolio’s WACI. (See Appendix 2 for a

affect the ecosystem in which companies operate. Businesses

sample of equity and corporate fixed income strategies’ WACI.)

that effectively mitigate transition risks may accrue competitive

Because scenario tools for total portfolio analysis remain nascent,

advantages and see their cost of capital decline. Because

we subscribe to third-party services, including tools to compare

transition factors vary by region and sector, we analyze them

a portfolio’s energy generation mix against projected mixes in

through a myriad of lenses, aiming to identify companies

various decarbonization scenarios. We are beginning to leverage

bolstering their transition readiness — and engaging with those

third-party tools to calculate portfolio-level implied temperature

failing to do so.

metrics. By establishing a relationship between emissions

Our transition-risk analysis involves comprehensive disclosure

and a range of temperature outcomes, we then can estimate

reviews to assess a portfolio company’s transition-related
initiatives.2 For example, we will identify companies that have
implemented internal shadow-carbon pricing to “future proof”
against the externalized cost of emissions. We then compare
the values being used across peers and geographies. We
supplement this analysis by engaging with companies and

a temperature score based on a given company’s emissions.
Portfolio-level results can then be aggregated in a number of
ways, such as a weighted average based on portfolio market
value. This approach leverages several temperature pathways,
drawing on scenarios from the International Energy Agency (IEA)
and the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP).

requesting examples of how this internal price has influenced

We continue to work with our Investment Science Team and

capital allocation decisions and their expectations for future

third-party providers to develop our own functionality and

policy direction.

output that assists investment decision making. Further

All of the above informs our ESG Research Team’s ESG
Fundamental (ESG-F) ratings, which are made available to the
investment teams through our internal dashboards (see following
page.) Climate considerations, which are a key input to the
environmental portion of these ratings, are informed by a blend
of proprietary climate materiality assessments, third-party ESG
ratings, and other external frameworks like the Sustainability
Accounting Standards Board’s (SASB’s) Materiality Map.

MEASURING PORTFOLIO FOOTPRINTS
We produce greenhouse gas (GHG) footprints for our investment
strategies with corporate and sovereign exposure. Our
investment teams use this information to assess a portfolio’s

developments will also help us address increasing the
regulatory expectations for portfolio-level scenario analysis as a
component of risk management.

Our collaborative approach to
climate integration
Wellington has long believed that an open, collaborative culture
benefits our clients and strengthens our firm. By sharing
research and challenging one another’s views, our investors and
analysts create a diverse marketplace of ideas. The ESG and
Climate Research teams are integral to this ecosystem.

overall emissions footprint including the distribution of intensity

In 2020, the Climate Research Team added two dedicated

across sectors and regions, and to identify top contributors.

climate transition-risk analysts to work closely with portfolio

This information is also available as a standard module in ESG

managers to enhance portfolio-level measurement, including

reporting for clients.

carbon footprinting and scenario analysis, and to implement

Weighted-average carbon intensity (WACI) is our preferred
metric for several reasons. First, WACI measures a portfolio’s
exposure to carbon-intensive companies, with sales used as
a proxy for size to normalize and compare companies. Our
focus on intensity is grounded in our belief that more efficient

our clients’ long-term climate objectives. These analysts also
collaborate with sector analysts to research the risks and
opportunities associated with transitioning to a low-carbon
economy, and to prioritize and scale transition-focused
engagement efforts.

companies generally manage transition risks better than peers.

The structure of Wellington’s central research function lends

While our research analysts tend to compare companies based

itself well to analyzing the impact of climate change on

on industry-specific output units (such as kilowatt hour for

economies, industries, and companies. Our ESG, equity, and

utilities), revenue is used as an approximation for output for the

credit analysts triangulate their views on the value of securities

purposes of portfolio aggregation.

within a given industry, while our climate and macro analysts

Second, WACI is a recommended metric from TCFD’s
Supplemental Guidance for Asset Managers because the
calculation is applicable across asset classes. Since it does not
rely on ownership, it is not sensitive to share-price movements
2

provide continuity across industries via their thematic lenses.
The result is a holistic research process that recognizes the
material and interconnected nature of climate change as central
to our insights.

We do this via our internal CDP (formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project) dashboard.
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M A K I N G C L I M AT E

N E T- Z E R O D A S H B O A R D

RESEARCH ACCESSIBLE

(IN DEVELOPMENT)

Our investment teams can access our climate research by using

By November 2021, a group of our portfolio managers will begin

tools and dashboards that our ESG and Climate Research teams

to manage certain client mandates in line with our commitment

continue to develop.

to the Net Zero Asset Managers initiative, getting to net-zero
emissions by 2050 or sooner. To support this effort, our Climate

M O S A I C : S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y V I E W

Research Team is currently developing a net-zero dashboard to

We integrate this company-level dashboard into Mosaic, our

provide a one-stop view to monitor progress toward our net-zero

collaborative research-technology platform (Figure 5). This

milestones. We will use a combination of the following tools:

platform supports the investment teams’ ESG and sustainable
investment integration efforts, stimulates additional dialogue

I MPLE ME N TATI ON TOOL

ME TR I C

across the investment platform, and informs engagement

Engagement

Percentage of holdings with
science‑based targets

Portfolio construction

Carbon footprinting, including
progress against a baseline

Divestment

Exposure to highest-carbon activities

Investments in solutions

EU taxonomy eligibility and alignment

prioritization by highlighting material topics for discussion with
companies. The dashboard includes a variety of sustainable
investment data and research including:
• Climate-informed ESG Fundamental (ESG-F) ratings, with
rationale and access to underlying quantitative data inputs
• GHG emissions-intensity data (for Scope 1, 2, and 3)
relative to industry
• Climate-risk materiality assessments and engagement
suggestions, drawn from Climate Portfolio Reviews, with
supporting commentary
FIGURE 5

Mosaic: Sustainability View

As more of our clients make similar net-zero commitments,
we expect our committed assets under management to
increase over time. We are at the beginning of this journey,
developing resources to ensure we can support our clients
in greater adoption of net-zero portfolio objectives. Our next
development focus is a quantitatively derived “alignment
score” for corporates, consistent with the parameters of the
Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change’s (IIGCC’s) Net
Zero Investment Framework. We will disclose net-zero metrics
for committed assets under management beginning in 2022.

I N T E G R AT I N G C L I M AT E R E S E A R C H
A C R O S S T H E I N V E S T M E N T P L AT F O R M
Members of our ESG and Climate Research teams participate
in Wellington’s twice-daily Morning Meeting (to accommodate
US, EMEA, and Asian time zones), in which the perspectives
of our global multidisciplinary investment teams are shared

PEER CARBON-EMISSIONS DASHBOARD

and debated.

This tool facilitates comparison of companies against peers

At the request of our investors, the Climate Research Team

and average industry intensity. It includes the historical trend

conducts comprehensive physical-risk assessments of all

of Scope 1 and 2 intensity, as well as Scope 1, 2, and 3 intensity

holdings in a portfolio, compiled into a Climate Portfolio Review.

figures, leveraging estimated Scope 3 data sets. Multiple data

The team uses natural language processing (NLP) and manual

sources are shown as a means of demonstrating the difference

reviews to analyze 10K disclosures, CDP disclosures, earnings

in estimation methodologies and underscoring the importance

transcripts, and investor presentations. This information helps

of encouraging company-specific disclosures. Analysts can look

our investors assess the materiality of a company’s climate risk

across their coverage universe to identify how business-strategy

and current management of climate exposure. That insight is

differences relate to carbon output. They can also identify

paired with our own geospatial analysis using CERA. The result

lagging companies that may require the most robust transition

is a climate-risk materiality assessment and specific ideas for

strategies and related capital expenditures to catch up to peers.

engagement topics. Given the limited availability of climate
and location information, engagement to gather more detail
is a key feature of our approach to assessing climate risks
and opportunities.
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BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER: ESG

sustainable. For the remainder of the EU’s power generation mix,

F U N D A M E N TA L R AT I N G A S S E S S M E N T

there is more pressure on governments to retire plants with coal,

The following is an example of our ESG Research Team’s
assessment of the climate risks and opportunities facing the
European utilities sector.
Transition risks and opportunities: For electric utilities, an
ambitious renewables-growth strategy can potentially lead to
lower marginal costs, higher operating margins, and regulatory
tailwinds. We see early movers in this sector benefiting from
their scale and strong relationships with suppliers. We find that
utility companies differ according to the current and projected
proportions of renewables capacity relative to installed capacity,
and by the proportion of growth capex allocated to renewables.
In the European Union (EU), eligibility for the 2020 Taxonomy
Regulation is a helpful proxy for utilities’ exposure to economic
stimulus and their potential for valuation rerating. Companies
with electricity transmission capabilities and renewables
exposure are viewed more favorably than those reliant on natural
gas and will more likely clear the hurdles of being considered

lignite, and nuclear exposure. We compare the outcomes of these
strategic generation mix choices using current and projected
carbon intensity, relative to future intensity under the utility
sector’s 1.5° and 2°C pathways. These plans and commitments
also inform our exclusions policy, which has the goal of providing
capital to companies committed to responsibly retiring and
replacing capacity with lower-carbon alternatives.
Physical-risk assessment: Climate-change-induced
temperature variability and drought risk can impact a utility’s
ability to provide reliable service to its customers. Woodwell
research highlights certain European countries where drought
poses a material risk to existing hydro plants, and where heat
waves could cause nuclear generators to overheat and shut
down. Rising temperatures could also cause transmission cables
to expand, melt, or fail. Energy grids could become less efficient
as a result of extreme temperatures, with utilities with large
transmission businesses seeing greater relative impact.

Driving outcomes through
active ownership

Transition-risk mitigation strategy: We believe addressing

Ongoing engagement helps us assess climate and other ESG

strong signal of a company’s willingness and ability to reduce its

risks and opportunities and allows us to influence corporate
behavior in ways that can unlock value. We use these activities to
advocate on our clients’ behalf and promote leadership on ESG
and climate change best practices. We also leverage the power

climate-change mitigation requires setting challenging, timebound targets — ideally science-based targets — to reduce
emissions. Demonstration of progress toward those targets is a
exposure to transition risks over time. We pay close attention to
how companies link their targets to capital allocation decisions
and executive compensation.

of proxy voting and the strength of our external partnerships.

Physical-risk adaptation strategy: We find that most

ENGAGEMENT

risks of climate change than they do on transition risks. We

In 2020, we conducted over 15,000 company meetings and
voted nearly 53,000 resolutions. We use our climate research
to verify companies’ exposure to climate-related risks, assess

companies focus less on identifying and addressing the physical
prefer companies that disclose the expected financial impact of
physical risks (acute and chronic) under multiple scenarios, and
management shift practices to adapt to these risks.

managements’ climate awareness, evaluate their risk-

To advocate for progress on that front, in 2019, we partnered

management approach, and encourage them to adopt best

with CalPERS to develop a workable framework for corporate

practices. Climate risk has long been an engagement priority. In

climate disclosures. The Physical Risks of Climate Change

2020, climate transition and/or physical risks were a substantive

(P-ROCC) framework is designed to help companies and their

agenda item in meetings and proxy votes.

executive teams assess and disclose the potential effects of

C L I M AT E - R E L AT E D P R I O R I T I E S
Enhanced climate-related financial disclosure: We have been

physical climate risks on their business. This information helps
us evaluate company preparedness for physical climate risks.
We have used P-ROCC in several company engagements to think

engaging with portfolio companies to encourage the adoption of

through the physical risks facing their businesses and how they

the TCFD and are starting to see management teams respond.

can improve disclosures.

TCFD-aligned disclosure serves as evidence that a company has

Leading companies: We also engage with companies we deem

a climate-risk-management process in place. We also use TCFDaligned disclosures to assess the rigor of the company’s strategy
and encourage evolution of the strategy where appropriate.

to be leading their peers, as they provide us with real-world
examples of emerging climate- or sustainability-related best
practices in a particular industry. This information helps us
provide better feedback to other companies in the sector.
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SAMPLE ENGAGEMENT QUESTIONS:

Transition-risk management: Do you use an internal price on

Accountability: Who is responsible for assessing and managing

carbon for capital allocation decisions? If so, what is it and how

climate-related risks? Does the board have explicit oversight?

does it inform decisions?

Disclosure: Have you adopted the recommendations of the

Physical-risk management: Are you aware of your physical risk

TCFD, including the guidance to report on assumptions used in
conducting scenario analysis?
Decarbonization: What are you doing to mitigate your Scope
1, 2, and 3 emissions? Are there any reduction targets and if
so, how do you evaluate year-over-year performance against
those targets?

exposures? Have you assessed how demand for your products
may change or how your logistics and supply chains may be
disrupted? How are you adapting?
Opportunities: What products or services do you offer that will
benefit from the transition to a low-carbon, climate-resilient
economy and related consumer trends?

Engagement in action: Case studies
The following examples were chosen to demonstrate

Status and reflection: We are encouraged that the company is

varying types of climate-related engagement activity by our

reflecting on our feedback and incorporating it into day-to-day

investors and were selected from the firm’s list of company

operations. By taking a leadership role within the industry to

engagements on climate change in 2020, shown in Appendix

improve ESG outcomes, we think the company will be able to

3. These examples were chosen based on their ability to

improve returns and influence peers’ practices.

best demonstrate our engagement activity in action in
accordance with disclosure recommendations. (See ‘About this

U G I C O R P O R AT I O N

report’ on page 24.)

Through our applied climate research into end markets, we

GOLD FIELDS

found that the company’s backward-looking estimates did not
account for higher average temperatures over the next 15 years,

We were invited to present to the board our fundamental and

potentially leading to overestimated cash flows and earnings.

ESG perspectives on the company. We discussed the ESG

The company was using a trailing 15-year average of heating

issues material to the mining sector and shared our view of

degree days (HDDs), rather than projections for temperature

the company as a strong ESG performer in the space. We

increases. Temperature modeling can affect financial guidance,

recommended presenting the most material ESG metrics for

budgeting assumptions, merger and acquisition potential,

carbon, water, and safety into quarterly disclosures to drive

and hiring decisions. We engaged with the management team

strategic discussions and demonstrate the company’s diligence.

and scientists from Woodwell to help the company use a more

We discussed recent sustainable investments in an asset that

forward-looking methodology for estimating propane demand

has contributed disproportionately to operational challenges

during the winter season.

and ESG concerns, including fatalities and carbon emissions. We
shared our view that a successful partnership between internal
business development and sustainability teams can improve
capital allocation decisions and lead to a better ESG profile and
potentially drive long-term shareholder returns.
Outcome: The company acknowledged the potential benefit
of integrating key sustainability metrics into regular reporting.
Recently, it announced the approval of a solar project that
will reduce group carbon emissions by more than 5%. In a
subsequent call with the head of sustainability, we learned
that after our interaction with the board, the sustainability
and business development teams had begun to incorporate
an ESG lens into their capital allocation framework and
revisit opportunities.
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Outcome: The company subsequently announced a change
to its forecasting, consistent with our feedback. This more
forward‑looking approach will hopefully lead to more realistic
financial guidance, greater credibility with the market, and
potentially multiple rerating.
Status and reflection: We are encouraged that the company is
integrating climate projections into decision making.

April 2021

TRACKING OUTCOMES

issues even when management has been responsive to our

We actively track our engagement objectives and monitor

engagement on the issue. In this way, we seek to align our voting

for changes in practices or disclosures. Back in 2019, we

with our engagement activities.

enhanced our engagement-tracking capabilities by creating a

We generally support shareholder proposals asking for

tool available to all investment teams to centrally log details of
engagement meetings to be held throughout the year, including
topics, outcomes, and timelines for reviewing progress in the
future. In 2021, we will combine our ESG and fundamental
engagement-tracking tools to create an integrated solution
that allows investment teams to more easily incorporate ESG
engagement information into their workflows. By moving to
one tracking system, we believe we can better evaluate and
monitor our climate engagement activities in the context of our
overall engagement. This system will also help inform future
engagement and proxy voting plans. Our goal is to become more
effective in our dialogue with companies over time.

improved disclosure on climate risk management and we
expect to support those that request alignment of business
strategies with the Paris Agreement or similar language. We
also generally support proposals asking for board oversight of
political contributions and lobbying activities or those asking
for improved disclosures where material inconsistencies
in reporting and strategy may exist, especially as it relates
to climate strategy. If our views differ from any specific
suggestions in the proposals, we will provide clarification via
direct engagement. In 2020, Wellington supported 59% of
environmental shareholder proposals, representing a six-fold
increase compared with 2019.

E X T E R N A L PA R T N E R S H I P S
C O L L A B O R AT I V E E N G A G E M E N T

Along with our extensive internal research on sustainable

As a member of Climate Action 100+, we are currently

investing, we partner with leading organizations to educate

involved in five engagements in which we believe we can
meaningfully contribute knowledge. The engagements
are with Phillips66, International Paper, American Electric

ourselves and provide leadership on asset management
perspectives. We work with experts, from climate scientists to
academics, on a range of topics with the intention of deepening

Power Company, ConocoPhillips, and Kinder Morgan. ESG

sustainability insights.

analysts serve as primary representatives, and portfolio

As a member of the US CFTC Climate Risk Subcommittee, our

managers with substantial holdings add their voices to these
ongoing engagements.
Collaborative engagement complements our ongoing private

Director of Climate Research was instrumental in producing
the commission’s 2020 report, “Managing Climate Risk in the
U.S. Financial System.” We are also signatories to the following

dialogue with companies. Across both private and collective

climate-related initiatives:

forums, we continue to support the three main asks of Climate

• Global Investor Statement to Governments on Climate Change

Action 100+: board accountability and oversight, TCFD-aligned
disclosure, and a decarbonization target.
Wellington is also a member of the Investor Forum, a UK-based

• Net Zero Asset Managers initiative (NZAMI)
• Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures

collaborative network. Through its collective engagement

• Ceres Investor Network on Climate Risk and Sustainability

framework, the Forum consults with members to understand

• PRI Statement on ESG in credit ratings from the PRI Taxonomy

their concerns, identify key issues, and develop constructive
solutions. In 2020, we provided our expectations for climate
risk management in the financial sector as input to an extensive
engagement with Barclays.

Practitioners Group
• Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC)
• CDP (formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project)
• Transition Pathway Initiative
• Hong Kong Principles of Responsible Ownership

P R OXY VOT I N G

• Investor Stewardship Group

As a complement to engagement, proxy voting can be a powerful

• Japan Stewardship Code

tool for managing climate-related risks, providing leverage
in company management discussions and opportunities to

• UK Stewardship Code

directly influence corporate policy. We evaluate shareholder

• International Corporate Governance Network

proposals related to environmental and social issues on a case-

• Asian Corporate Governance Association

by-case basis and expect portfolio companies to comply with
applicable laws and regulations regarding environmental and

• Global ESG Benchmark for Real Assets (GRESB)

social standards. We consider the spirit of the proposal, not just
the letter, and generally support proposals addressing material
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Deriving opportunity from secular
climate themes
We believe climate change is a secular theme underappreciated
by the market. As our investors and analysts monitor the
evolving external environment for climate issues that intersect
with our portfolio strategies, we continue to identify near- and
longer-term risks and opportunities across sectors, geographies,
and asset classes.

S E C U L A R C L I M AT E - R I S K I N S I G H T S
It has become clear through our work with Woodwell that the
effects of physical climate change will impact society and
the global economy, with implications for private and public
spending, particularly on infrastructure. We expect that as the
world pursues low-carbon pathways, new opportunities and a
changing competitive landscape will emerge, particularly for
resource efficiency, clean energy, low-emission products and
services, and climate resiliency.
In our fundamental research, we assess corporate strategies

FUTURE THEMES

and capital expenditure plans, among other factors, to

About every seven years since the 1970s, Wellington engages

understand how companies are positioning themselves to

in a firmwide research initiative called Future Themes. This
research focuses on structural themes that we believe will shape
the world over the next decade, and seeks to determine their
investment implications. In 2020, sustainability issues were

adapt to or mitigate these risks. Specifically, we seek untapped
pockets of opportunity and aim to mitigate portfolio risk through
customized, research-based investment solutions to help clients
meet their climate-related investment objectives. In the hunt for

the most highlighted and researched areas of Future Themes.

investment opportunities, our research focuses on identifying:

Climate migration and water scarcity were studied by a cross-

• Companies that may experience profitability tailwinds

section of investors with input from an advisory council of
asset-owner partners. Initial research findings were presented in
early 2021, and internal teams built on their findings by inviting
external experts for interactive Q&A sessions. These sessions
were attended by nearly 1,500 employees in aggregate across
the firm. By gaining a deeper understanding of the economic,

or headwinds
• Sectors likely to become larger and more important, or smaller
and less relevant
• How to structure portfolio exposures to best align with
these shifts

technological, and consumer dynamics behind secular themes
like these, we believe we can identify attractive opportunities
that will benefit our clients over time.

SECULAR
T RE ND

Low-carbon
electricity

R I S K I N S I G HTS

OPPORTUN I TY S E TS

• Companies in high-emitting sectors operating in countries with carbon pricing are at risk
of lower profitability if they are unable to pass the tax/Emissions Trading System credit
price through to customers.

• Renewable energy and
alternative fuels (mitigation)

• We assess whether energy and utilities companies embrace the energy transition to lower
their cost of capital, maintain operating licenses, and align production with increasing
demand for lower-carbon energy sources. Failing to account for these risks may limit
access to capital or raise costs.

• Energy infrastructure
redesign (adaptation)

• Companies resisting the low-carbon transition, and those that may have misled
consumers and investors, face growing litigation. The financial risk is costly litigation fees,
damages, and remediation requirements.
Energy
efficiency

• New energy-efficient building standards may lead to increased capital expenditures to
retrofit buildings in order to offer space with lower ongoing costs to customers.

• Electrification + smart
technology + demand-side
efficiency (mitigation)
• Housing solutions
(adaptation)

Low‑carbon
transport

• Many countries and local governments are implementing incentives for low-carbon
transportation, including electric vehicles (EVs). Given these changes and shifting
consumer preferences, car manufacturers that fail to respond risk losing market share.
• Short-haul flights could be replaced by train travel.
• Rail, air, and water transportation are vulnerable to temperature extremes, flooding, and
drought. For assets located in regions that experience such physical climate impacts,
there may be delays and disruption to freight and passenger transport, resulting in
increased costs and lost revenue.
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• EVs + charging stations
+ parking lots for EVs
+ battery technology
(mitigation)
• Transport infrastructure
redesign (adaptation)

April 2021
SECULAR
T RE ND

R I S K I N S I G HTS

OPPORTUN I TY S E TS

Water and
resource
management

• As consumers become increasingly aware of carbon emissions associated with certain
agricultural practices, risks exist for food companies unable to diversify.

• Pollution controls + key
materials (mitigation)

• Agriculture faces vulnerability to an overall rise in temperature alongside more frequent
and severe weather events and related declines in ecosystem services from pollinators.
For companies and assets located in regions experiencing such physical climate impacts,
crop and animal product yields may decline, operating costs may be more volatile, and
ability to grow incumbent crops may be compromised.

• Agriculture technology
+ waste management
(adaptation)

Climateresilient
infrastructure

• Energy equipment, infrastructure, and buildings with fixed locations may be vulnerable to
increased instances of drought, hurricanes, wildfires, extreme temperatures, and sea-level
rise. For assets located in regions that experience such physical climate impacts, there
may be increased costs, disruption of business operation, tenant loss, or depreciation in
asset value.

• Utility-protection
systems and
infrastructure, equipment
controls (mitigation)
• Energy infrastructure
design (adaptation)

Expanding our sustainable and
ESG investment offerings

markets, we aim to empower the venture ecosystem by providing

We believe investments that foster a sustainable future are

diverse founders with access to our network, advice, mentorship,

poised to benefit from it. Our sustainability- and ESG-oriented

infrastructure, and funding.

investment approaches invest across the spectrum of liquid and

that invest in companies that we believe have the potential to
benefit from or contribute to economic development. In public
securities, we have focused on emerging markets. In the private

illiquid securities, incorporating sustainable investment factors

C L I M AT E - F O C U S E D I N V E S T I N G

with the objective of outperforming benchmarks and delivering

Climate change is an intrinsic consideration for our SI strategies

competitive returns for our clients. These approaches include:

and a growing number of climate-aware strategies focused on

• impact investing

property, municipal bonds, and buy-and-maintain credit. We also

• ESG forefront investing

manage several dedicated climate strategies, which have various

• thematic investing

climate-related objectives. These include:

• climate-focused investing

• A global equity portfolio designed to help address

As market participants increasingly appreciate the potentially

underinvestment in the low-carbon transition by focusing

significant social and financial value of investing in sustainable

on climate-change mitigation and adaptation through five

solutions, many new opportunities will surface. As active

broad sustainability categories: low-carbon electricity, energy

investors, we continue to develop strategies across asset classes

efficiency, water and resource management, low-carbon

that help our clients make a positive impact on the world while

transport, and resilient infrastructure.

earning a competitive return on their investment. We currently
provide or are developing the following types of sustainable and
ESG-focused approaches:
I M PA C T I N V E S T I N G

These strategies seek to invest in companies we believe are
solving the world’s biggest social and environmental problems.
We manage global equity and bond impact strategies focused
on 11 themes across three broad impact areas: life essentials,
human empowerment, and the environment. For every issuer
held in these strategies, we produce key performance indicators
(KPIs) that seek to quantify the level of impact the issuer has on

• Two carbon-focused global equity portfolios with different
decarbonization goals. One portfolio seeks to maintain lower
GHG emissions on a weighted-average basis than the MSCI
World Low Carbon Target Index and minimize fossil-fuel
exposure. The other targets net-zero emissions by 2050
in alignment with the Paris Agreement by engaging with
companies to commit to science-based targets.
• A thematic global equity portfolio that invests in companies
that will help society adapt to the physical effects of climate
change by connecting six key climate variables to capital
markets: heat, drought, wildfire, hurricanes, flooding, and

society or on the environment.

water scarcity. From a humanitarian perspective, we believe

ESG FOREFRONT INVESTING

to these changes across what we call the livability spectrum:

ESG drives the investment philosophy for these approaches,

from existence to comfort to thriving.

which seek to identify ESG leaders, companies improving
on ESG factors, or companies that can potentially sustain
a high return on capital while demonstrating exemplary
corporate stewardship.
T H E M AT I C I N V E S T I N G

Our thematic approaches aim to invest along secular
socioeconomic trends. While climate change is our largest
thematic area (details below), we also manage strategies

the companies we invest in are poised to help people adapt

Finally, we are pursuing climate-specific opportunities in the
alternatives space. We sense growing potential for innovation
on climate solutions from the venture capital community,
which can bring governments, scientists, consumers,
and companies together. We believe there are compelling
opportunities in private companies that mitigate GHG emissions
and help businesses and consumers adapt to and alleviate
physical‑risk factors.
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Addressing our operational footprint
With approximately one million square feet of office space
and 2,700 employees worldwide, Wellington recognizes its
operations have a significant environmental impact. To address
this, our internal corporate sustainability initiatives aim to
incorporate socially and environmentally sustainable behavior
into all business practices. Our approach centers on three
areas — environment, community, and culture — and is guided
by our operational sustainability program, WellSustain. For the
purposes of this report, we have covered only our environmental

G R E E N B U I L D I N G S TA N D A R D S A N D
INFRASTRUCTURE RELIABILITY

Environmental rating is one of the major criteria the firm uses
to select new office space. Wellington seeks to lease space
from established landlords with demonstrable commitments to
minimizing GHG emissions through sustainable construction
and building operations practices. We look for spaces with
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
certification or similar designations around the world. We also

efforts. Additional detail on our broader WellSustain initiatives

look for properties with dedicated support for renewable energy.

may be found in our Sustainability Report, available on

We acknowledge the potential for business disruption from

our website.

Approach to
environmental sustainability
We have committed to addressing the environmental impact of
our operations and raising awareness of sustainable practices
among our employees. Through measurement and reporting
across our global offices, we seek to continually reduce our
operational impact. We’ve highlighted some examples below.
ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Clean power sources such as solar, hydroelectric, geothermal,
wind, and biomass provide a large portion of the power supplied
to our Boston-area offices, which represent approximately 75%
of our total global footprint. Our second-largest office, in London,
sources 100% of its energy from renewable sources.

extreme weather events. Our offices in Boston, London, San
Francisco, Hong Kong, and Tokyo are particularly susceptible
to various climate- and weather-related risks, including
power-supply interruption and flooding. To mitigate the risk of
disruptions at our main facilities, we have partnered with our
landlords on several fronts: developing a flood management
program; relocating our Tokyo office to the lower levels of a
property with earthquake-resistant structural design; and
protecting our trading floors with uninterruptible power supply
(UPS) devices, static transfer switches, and generators.

USING CERA TO ASSESS OUR
C L I M AT E E X P O S U R E
In 2021, we leveraged our proprietary CERA tool to assess
the climate resilience of Wellington’s offices and key service
providers. The leaders of our operations and infrastructure
teams, including those responsible for workplace services,
business continuity, procurement, and third-party risk, reviewed

R ECYC L I N G A N D C O M P O ST I N G

the results and conclusions of this analysis. Later in 2021,

We participate in donation and recycling programs to reduce

we expect any issues deemed material by this group to be

the environmental impact of the firm’s technology. We have
worked with our landlords to implement recycling programs

raised with our Risk Committee and/or chief financial officer
accordingly. Examples of risk insights and proposed mitigating

for consumable products and business supplies. We have also

actions include:

installed dishwashers in many of our office pantries to eliminate

Identified risk: Flood risk (offices in Boston, Hong Kong, and a

the use of single-use disposable utensils and dishware.

collocated data center in New Jersey)

PA P E R C O N S E R VAT I O N

In addition to an on-demand print management system and
the use of duplex printers globally, we have been migrating to
electronic delivery of reports, reducing or eliminating hardcopy materials for internal and client/prospect meetings
whenever possible.
TECHNOLOGY

Mitigating action: Review existing comprehensive plans for
business continuity and disaster recovery, engage property
managers on risks and mitigation plans, review relevant
insurance policies
Identified risk: Hurricane/typhoon risk (office in Hong Kong
and a service provider in the Philippines)
Mitigating action: Review existing comprehensive plans for
business continuity and disaster recovery, engage property

We replace aging technology infrastructure with newer,

manager and service provider on risks and mitigation plans,

energy-efficient alternatives. In 2019, we completed a five-

review relevant insurance policies

year process of transitioning applications, infrastructure, and

Identified risk: Potential impact to employee wellness and

services from our own data centers to Amazon Web Services
(AWS) data centers and collocation data centers that connect
to AWS. Shifting to the cloud has allowed demand to scale
dynamically, while reducing overall energy requirements and
increasing performance.
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increased costs due to the following risks (representative
locations noted): heat (Hong Kong), drought/water scarcity
(Bangalore), air quality (Shanghai), and wildfires (Sydney)
Mitigating action: Continue to monitor these locations
and risks

April 2021

Our carbon-neutral pledge
We have established a baseline, comprehensive carbon-footprint

were from purchased electricity. Comprising nearly 90% of our

measurement that covers our global operations, with the goal

total emissions, these will be our two primary areas of focus.

of being carbon neutral in our operations by 2022 and to take
steps to align our operations with the spirit of our net-zero

OUR CARBON FOOTPRINT

commitment.We will use our footprint data (encompassing

Wellington’s GHG inventory was conducted in accordance with

Scope 1, 2, and 3) to develop strategies to reduce our

the World Resources Institute and World Business Council for

operational carbon footprint and invest in credible offsets for

Sustainable Development’s Greenhouse Gas Protocol Corporate

remaining emissions. In 2019, before the pandemic, 57% of our

Accounting and Reporting Standard (revised).

total GHG emissions were from business travel and another 32%
WELLINGTON’S EMISSIONS
M E T RIC TO NS CO 2 E
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8%

2,741

2,853

2,875

2,895

3,007

3,122

3,127

14%

3.9

3.8

3.1

3.3

3.6

3.7

0.4

-5%

Headcountd
CO2e/person

Scope 3

e

Headcount
CO2e/person

20 17

20 1 8

20 19

% C H A NGE
( 2014 – 2019) a

2 014

20 20

a For 2020, we attribute most of the reduction in our Scope 1, Scope 2, and Scope 3 emissions to factors beyond our control such as the global
pandemic and are, therefore, using 2019 as a reference point when calculating % change relative to our base year (2014). 2020 data is provided for
informational purposes.
b Scope 1 emission sources include the on-site combustion of natural gas for space heating, the combustion of diesel for backup generators, and fugitive
refrigerant emissions from HVAC systems.
c Scope 2 emission sources include the purchase of electricity at all locations and the purchase of steam at one site for space heating. We use the
location-based method, using grid-average emission factor data, to estimate emissions by location.
d Headcount figures include all full-time and contingent workers with an assigned seat location in one of our leased facilities. We track headcount monthly
and take an average across 12 months to reflect office occupancy more accurately.
e Scope 3 emission sources primarily include business travel (air and rail) for all reported years. Starting in 2019, when we completed our cloud transition,
we elected to include emissions related to our cloud services usage and related colocation data centers. We will look to expand the categories included,
such as employee commuting, in our Scope 3 reporting in future years.

WELLINGTON’S ELECTRICITY USAGE

Despite increasing headcount over the past several years, we are consuming less electricity.
Headcount growth vs purchased electricity
30,000

3,100
2,500

23,213

22,992

24,372

Headcount

3,000

20,130

25,000
21,107
15,896

2,900

20,000
15,000

2,800
10,000

2,700

5,000

2,600
2,500

Purchased electricity (MWh)

20,638

0
2014
Headcount

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Purchased electricity (MWh)

Source: Wellington Management
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PURCHASING CREDIBLE
V O L U N TA R Y O F F S E T S
An initial assessment of our carbon footprint confirmed that
we generate most of our GHG emissions through airline travel.
We strive to approach business travel efficiently, arranging as
few trips as possible and coordinating them geographically.
For the last several years, we have partnered with a nonprofit
organization that invests in environmentally friendly projects to
offset a portion of our carbon-emissions footprint.
Through this partnership, we were able to offset 100% of
carbon-emissions equivalents (CO2e) from our corporate
airline travel starting in 2018 and will continue to do so annually.
We also publish emissions data on our travel itineraries, so
employees can understand the environmental impact of each
trip. We acknowledge the evolving landscape of offsets and
intend to continue to monitor progress to ensure the credibility
of our carbon reduction and, ultimately, carbon-removalbased offsets as part of our operational strategy. Despite a
90% reduction in business travel in 2020, we will fund our
annual business-travel carbon offset to be level with our 2019
CO2e emissions.
We lease 100% of our office space and currently procure
all our electricity through property management firms. We
are planning to source 100% of our power from renewable
sources by 2022, in markets where this option is available. Our
managers in Boston, London, and San Francisco source 100%
renewable power on our behalf. As the carbon market evolves,
so will we evolve. We will continue our practice of investing in
credible offset projects for our Scope 2 emissions — that is, the
electricity generated to power our buildings. This may include
additional offset credits or a virtual power purchase agreement
to directly add renewable power to the grid.
By far the largest category of emissions for financial institutions
is investments, hence our commitment to the Net Zero Asset
Managers initiative as a means of lowering our climate impact.
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Next steps and closing statement
D E E P E N I N V O LV E M E N T W I T H N Z A M I

reduce risk across the financial system. Increasing company

We will engage with our clients and other founding NZAMI

disclosure regarding the location of suppliers and operations

members to develop, evaluate, and implement methods for
achieving net zero in the portfolios we manage on our clients’
behalf. Our Climate Research Team will work with each portfolio
manager to develop a climate action plan consistent with the
manager’s philosophy and process.
The transition to a low-carbon economy depends in large part
on markets. Our goal is to actively support that shift while
continuing to deliver competitive investment returns for our
clients. We strongly believe that engagement is the critical
mechanism to achieve real-world emissions reductions and
ultimately avoid the worst effects of physical climate change.

will enrich this analysis. This is an engagement priority. Our
P-ROCC framework is designed to help issuers establish clear
strategies for delivering and disclosing their progress in the near
to medium term. Finally, we continue to explore practical ways
of incorporating the effects of physical climate change into the
portfolio-construction process.

E X PA N D F O C U S O N P O L I C Y- R E L AT E D
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Our equity and credit analysts work with our Sustainable
Investment Team to identify opportunities to invest in
companies that deliver products and services that support

As a large active manager, we will work with companies to

decarbonization and resilience. Our Global Macro Team provides

set net-zero commitments and ensure accountability for

addtional region- and country-specific ideas resulting from

implementation. We expect to increasingly use a range of

policy initiatives. We believe government-sponsored recovery

stewardship tools including engagement with management

incentives and emerging carbon regulation, along with sustained

teams and boards of directors, presentations to boards,

demand, should allow these companies to benefit from a lower

collaborative engagement, and private letter-writing to

cost of capital and revenue tailwinds. Moreover, the increasing

encourage ambitious target setting and transparency. We look

global regulatory focus on TCFD reporting will provide the capital

forward to providing a progress update each year.

markets with an ever-expanding set of data to better measure

CONTINUE RESEARCH ON

and manage climate risks.

P H YS I CA L R I S KS

D E V E L O P Q U A N T I TAT I V E

As we continue our climate research in 2021, we do so with

I M PA C T B E N C H M A R K I N G

the affirmation that climate change is an existential threat to

Developing metrics and targets is an area of focus for Wellington

global economic stability. We will pursue an aggressive research

in 2021. We have integrated quantitative impact measurement

agenda on the physical risks of climate change and the direct

into the investment process for some strategies, and we are

application into our investment processes. Our work with

planning for metrics to play an expanding role in defining the rest

Woodwell continues, expanding to deepen and broaden our

of our investment strategies. Recent global regulatory efforts,

understanding of the intersections between climate change

including the EU’s Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation,

and capital markets. In the coming months, we expect to study

the Monetary Authority of Singapore, the US Securities and

climate-related changes in extreme regional weather patterns.

Exchange Commission and the United Kingdom’s and Hong

While many questions remain, there is growing consensus

Kong’s Financial Regulatory Commission bring these metrics

among the scientific community that decreasing Arctic sea ice

to the forefront. We aim to assess and conduct due diligence

and rapid Arctic warming are altering the stability and direction

on principal adverse impacts, including environmental impacts,

of the jet stream. A senior scientist at Woodwell is one of the

in our approaches. We believe this increased focus on data

leading global researchers on this topic.

and evaluation of carbon emissions and other environmental

We are also in the process of incorporating the macro- and
microeconomic implications of climate migration. The human,
environmental, and geopolitical factors of this phenomenon will
enhance our investment mosaic. This work is still nascent, and
we have more research left to do.
A focus on potential solutions to help society adapt to acute
and chronic climate-related events will build on our evolving risk
analysis. We will continue to expand our deep dive in the form of
country-level case studies to gain a broader understanding of
the regional risks of climate change.

impacts, such as loss of biodiversity, pollution, and changes
in land use, will yield an even greater focus across financial
markets and in the flow of capital.

C L O S I N G S TAT E M E N T
Wellington’s founding partners instilled the notion of sustainability
and stewardship of clients’ assets, which continues to be a
guiding principle for our firm. We believe the onus is on current
generations to leave the world in a better place than when
we received it. A commitment to continuous improvement
is embedded in our culture and suffused throughout our

We will be sharing our climate research with issuers and

sustainability practices and disclosures. We appreciate the

encouraging them to develop climate-resiliency planning to help

opportunity to share our commitment and evolution in this report.
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Appendix 1. TCFD disclosure index
Below are cross-references to where the recommended disclosures can be found throughout this report.
DISCLOSU R E

PAGE

Governance
Describe the board’s oversight of climate-related risks and opportunities.

5

Describe management’s role in assessing and managing climate-related risks and opportunities.

6

Strategy
Describe the climate-related risks and opportunities the organization has identified over the short,

14-15

medium, and longer terms.
Describe the impact of climate-related risks and opportunities on the organization’s businesses, strategy,

14-15

and financial planning
Describe the resilience of the organization’s strategy, taking into consideration different climate-related

9

scenarios, including a 2°C or lower scenario.
Risk management
Describe the organization’s processes for identifying and assessing climate-related risks.

7-11

Describe the organization’s processes for managing climate-related risks.

10-17

Describe how processes for identifying, assessing, and managing climate-related risks are integrated into

10-17

the organization’s overall risk management.
Metrics and targets
Disclose the metrics used by the organization to assess climate-related risks and opportunities in line with

7-10

its strategy and risk-management process.
Disclose Scope 1, Scope 2, and if appropriate, Scope 3 GHG emissions and related risks.
Describe the targets used by the organization to manage climate-related risks and opportunities and
performance against targets.

20

16-19 and 21-22
10 and 16-19

April 2021

Appendix 2. Sample strategies’ carbon footprint
W E I G H T E D -AV E R AG E CA R B O N I N T E N S I T Y ( WAC I ) , S C O P E 1 A N D 2 3
The strategies below are a subset of our Wellington Management Funds cross-border fund lineup and represent the largest long‑only
strategies (by AUM) in each of the following seven categories, classified based on their investable universe. Portfolio-level emissions
analytics are available to all portfolio managers but may or may not be used in security selection and portfolio construction.
EQUITY

WACI

COV E RAG E ( %) 4

Global
Global Quality Growth

33

98

Global Impact

66

96

Global Opportunities

111

98

MSCI AC World

155

100

124

98

US
US Research Equity
US Dynamic Equity

34

100

140

100

Emerging Markets Research Equity

174

97

Emerging Markets Local Equity

158

91

MSCI Emerging Markets

260

100

Asian Opportunities

163

98

MSCI AC Asia ex Japan

233

100

31

99

S&P 500

Emerging markets

Europe
Strategic European Equity
European Contrarian Value

337

97

MSCI Europe

145

100

Pan European Small Cap Equity
MSCI Europe Small Cap

58

92

120

98

25

90

7

89

790

100

259

96

Sector
Global Health Care Equity
FinTech
Enduring Assets
FIX E D I NCO ME

Global bond
Global Bond
Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate

251

92

Global Aggregate Non Yen Bond

278

96

Global Aggregate Bond Ex-Japan

282

96

Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate ex JPY

253

92

Global Credit Plus

292

96

Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate Corporate

205

98

Global Strategic Credit

616

93

US Investment Grade Corporate Bond

321

99

Bloomberg Barclays Corporate

303

99

Credit

MSCI, as of 31 December 2020. Carbon footprint reporting accounts for Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions and is expressed in carbon dioxide equivalents.
The WACI figure for each strategy is calculated by rescaling exposures based on available emissions data and therefore may not be fully representative
of the strategy’s emissions.
4
Coverage represents carbon-data availability as a percentage of carbon-eligible securities, which may be less than the total market value.
3
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NOTES ON METHODOLOGY AND CURRENT

• At cyclical companies, carbon intensity can fluctuate

L I M I TAT I O N S O F C A R B O N F O O T P R I N T I N G

dramatically without a change in business processes,

• Since emissions are self-disclosed and audited inconsistently,
there is a lack of uniformity from one company to another.
Estimation methodologies by third parties are imperfect
because they are based on assumptions about business
operations, peers, and industry averages. There is also a
time lag associated with disclosures as companies disclose
emissions at the end of each fiscal year, so the holdings date
does not exactly match the emissions year.
• We focus on Scope 1 and 2 emissions, where we have the
most disclosure. However, without consideration of Scope
3 or avoided emissions, companies do not receive “credit”
for offsetting future downstream emissions. For example,
wind turbines are carbon-intensive to produce, but they
offset future emissions from electricity use. We participate in
multiple industry initiatives including the IIGCC Paris Aligned
Investing Initiative (PAII), which aim to establish a convention
to reduce portfolio footprints to account for this.
• Because carbon emissions are a moment-in-time snapshot,
they fail to capture companies’ future transition strategy.
Companies that have forward-looking reduction targets may
nonetheless seem carbon-intensive today. We encourage
portfolio managers to consider multiple metrics, including
forward-looking ESG ratings, capital spending plans, and
science-based target commitments, when analyzing portfolios.
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as revenue is the denominator in the formula. Currency
translation for companies that report in currencies other than
the US dollar can also impact revenue-based intensity figures.
When the ESG Research Team looks at individual sectors, they
tend to use units of production rather than revenue, especially
for cyclical industries.
• Additional challenges arise when footprinting corporate credit
strategies. Propagation from a parent issuer to a subsidiary
issuer is done to improve coverage of the portfolio. However, if
a parent issuer is the disclosing entity, this parent may or may
not be representative of the subsidiary issuer owned. This may
be resolved over time as investors come to expect enhanced
emissions disclosures directly from the issuing entity.

April 2021

Appendix 3. 2020 company engagements on
climate change
During 2020, we held over 15,000 meetings with companies, thousands of which were hosted by our equity, credit, and ESG analysts,
as well as portfolio managers. For the purposes of this report, we detail all company communications led by our ESG Research Team
and those tracked by investment teams, where climate change was among the discussion topics. In 2020, those 211 engagements
encompassed 166 companies across 34 countries.5 With the aim of ongoing communications, we often meet with companies multiple
times throughout the year. In 2021, we continue to improve our engagement-tracking tool, and we look forward to providing greater
levels of detail in future climate reports, including outcomes and progress toward outcomes.
C O M M U N I C AT I O N
SERVICES

Altice Europe NV
Cellnex Telecom SA
Comcast Corp
Liberty Global PLC
Seek Ltd
Telecom Italia SpA
ViacomCBS Inc
CONSUMER
DISCRETIONARY

Compass Group PLC
Detskymir PJSC
General Motors Co
Home Depot Inc
Honda Motor Co Ltd
La-Z-Boy Inc
Lowe’s Companies
Meituan Dianping
Pal Group Hldings Co
Smith & Wesson Brand
Volkswagen AG
C O N S U M E R S TA P L E S

Carrefour Sa
Coca-Cola Amatil Ltd
Coca-Cola Euro Partner
Constellation Brands
Estee Lauder Cos
Kellogg Co
Kroger Company
Nestle SA
Nomad Foods Ltd
Philip Morris International
Procter & Gamble Co
Sanderson Farms Inc
Swedish Match AB
Walmart Inc
ENERGY

BP PLC
Chevron Corp
Concho Resources Inc
ConocoPhillips
Diamondback Energy I
DMC Global Inc
Ecopetrol SA
Enbridge Inc
5

EOG Resources Inc
Equinor ASA
Exxon Mobil Corp
Galp Energia SGPS SA
Gazprom PJSC
Gaztransport Et Tech
Hess Corp
Kinder Morgan Inc
Kosmos Energy Ltd
LUKOIL PJSC
Lundin Energy AB
Marathon Petroleum
Novatek PJSC
Petrobras
Phillips 66
Repsol SA
Rosneft Oil Co PJSC
Royal Dutch Shell PL
Schlumberger NV
TC Energy Corp
TOTAL SE
United Tractors Tbk
Wintershall Dea GmbH
YPF SA
FINANCIALS

Alleghany Corp
Allison Transmis Inc
Assured Guaranty Ltd
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya
Bankia SA
Bankinter SA
BAWAG Group AG
Blackstone Group
BNP Paribas SA
China Resources Mixc Lifestyle
Services Limited
Chubb Ltd
Exceltur
Genworth Mtge Insura
HSBC Holdings PLC
JPMorgan Chase & Co
NatWest Group Plc
Protium
RenaissanceRe Holdings Ltd
Travelers Cos Inc
UBS Group AG

H E A LT H C A R E

M AT E R I A L S

Boston Scientific
Danaher Corp
Encompass Health Co
HCA Healthcare Inc
Molina Healthcare In
Nakanishi Inc
Smith & Nephew PLC
UnitedHealth Group

BASF SE
BHP Group PLC
Cabot Corp
Celanese Corp
CF Industries Hldgs
Ecolab Inc
Element Solutions
Forterra Inc
Gold Fields Ltd
Kaiser Aluminum Corp
Kinross Gold Corp
LafargeHolcim Ltd
LG Chem Ltd
Linde PLC
Norilsk Nickel OJSC
Sasol Ltd
Sealed Air Corp
Vale

INDUSTRIALS

Alstom SA
Boskalis Westminster
DP World PLC
EHang Holdings Ltd
FANUC CORP
Havells India Ltd
Illinois Tool Works
JB Hunt Trnsprt Serv
Loomis AB
Mitsubishi Corp
PGT Innovations Inc
Raytheon Technologie
ROCKWOOL
Sulzer AG
Tetra Tech Inc
Uber Technologies In
Union Pacific Corp
United Parcel Servic
Vinci SA
I N F O R M AT I O N
TECHNOLOGY

Accenture PLC
Apple Inc
Aspen Technology
Catcher Technology
First Solar Inc
Infineon Tech AG
Intuit Inc
Itron Inc
Square Inc
TaiSol Electronics
Texas Instruments
Tong Hsing Electronics
Wuxi Lead Intelligent

R E A L E S TAT E

Goodman Group
Host Hotels & Resort
Life Storage Inc
Outfront Media Inc
VICI Properties Inc
UTILITIES

AES Corp
American Elec Power
Black Hills Corp
Cia de Saneamento do
Duke Energy Corp
Edison Intl
Eversource Energy
Exelon Corporation
National Grid PLC
NextEra Energy Inc
Pinnacle West Cap
RWE AG
Sempra Energy
Southern Co
Suez SA
Terna SpA
UGI Corp
Veolia Environment

W R Berkley Corp

The companies shown comprise a complete list of all 2020 engagement meetings in which Wellington Management’s ESG Research Team participated,
as well as those tracked by investment teams, where climate change — related to physical risks, transition risks, or both — was among the discussion
topics. These companies are not representative of all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended for clients. It should not be assumed that an
investment in the companies listed has or will be profitable. Actual holdings will vary for each client and there is no guarantee that a particular client’s
account will hold any or all of the companies shown. This material is not intended to constitute investment advice or an offer to sell, or the solicitation
of an offer to purchase shares or other securities.
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Important disclosures
About this report
This report is prepared in alignment with the recommendations
of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (‘Task
Force’). The Task Force has established recommendations for
disclosing comparable, reliable, and decision-useful information
about the risks and opportunities presented by climate change.
The Task Force structured its recommendations around four
core elements:
Governance — The organization’s governance around climaterelated risks and opportunities
Strategy — The actual and potential impacts of climaterelated risks and opportunities on the organization’s
businesses, strategy, and financial planning where such
information is material
Risk Management — The processes used by the organization to
identify, assess, and manage climate-related risks
Metrics and Targets — The metrics and targets used to assess
and manage relevant climate-related risks and opportunities
where such information is material
Certain data provided is that of a third party. While data is
believed to be reliable, no assurance is being provided as
to its accuracy or completeness. Data provided is as of 31
December 2020 | Company examples are for illustrative
purposes only, are not representative of all investments made
on behalf of our clients, and should not be interpreted as a
recommendation or advice.
Individual portfolio management teams may hold different
views and may make different investment decisions for different
clients. Views may change over time. Each client account
is individually managed; the extent to which climate-based
research is considered in the investment process will vary
depending on the investment policy established for each
strategy or fund. Investors should always obtain and read an
up-to-date investment services description or prospectus
before deciding whether to appoint an investment manager or to
invest in a fund.
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INVESTMENT RISKS

All investments involve risks. Given the long time frames

government supervision of exchanges, brokers, and issuers;

for most impact projects and many companies’ reliance on

increased social, economic, and political uncertainty; and greater

disruptive technologies, investments may be subject to volatility

price volatility. These risks may be greater in emerging markets,

and are therefore more suited to longer investment horizons.

which may also entail different risks from developed markets.

The following are some general risks associated with various

| Smaller-capitalization-stock risks — The share prices of

approaches discussed in this report. This is not an all-inclusive

small- and mid-cap companies may exhibit greater volatility

list. Each specific investment approach and product will have its

than the share prices of larger-capitalization companies. In

own specific risks and risks will vary.

addition, shares of small- and mid‑cap companies are often less

Capital risk — The value of your investment may become

liquid than larger-cap companies. | Manager risk — Investment

worth more or less than at the time of the original investment.

performance depends on the portfolio management team and

| Concentration risk — Concentration of investments in a

the team’s investment strategies. If the investment strategies

relatively small number of securities, sectors or industries, or

do not perform as expected, if opportunities to implement those

geographical regions may significantly affect performance. |

strategies do not arise, or if the team does not implement its

Equity and fixed income securities market risks — Financial

investment strategies successfully, an investment portfolio may

markets are subject to many factors, including economic

underperform or suffer significant losses. | Sustainability risks

conditions, government regulations, market sentiment, local

— ESG factors may be considered as part of broader analysis of

and international political events, and environmental and

individual issuers (including with regards to a sustainability risk

technological issues. In addition, the market value of fixed

assessment), using inputs from the investment manager’s team

income securities will fluctuate in response to changes in interest

of ESG analysts to help identify global best practices, prepare for

rates, currency values, and the creditworthiness of the issuer. |

company engagement, and collaborate on new research inputs.

Foreign and emerging markets risk — Investments in foreign

The factors which will be considered will vary depending on the

markets may present risks not typically associated with domestic

security in question, but typically include ownership structure,

markets. These risks may include changes in currency exchange

board structure and membership, capital allocation track record,

rates; less-liquid markets and less available information; less

management incentives, labor relations history, and climate risks.
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